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intakt lets you sample-play loops back at
different tempos or pitch, but the tempo sync
controls are in a different part of the interface.
in intakt the beat slices are set up in a way that
makes it really easy to skip back and forth
between slices in any loop in the project,
without messing around with the time or pitch
controls. the tempo sync controls for each loop
are also grouped together in the interface, so
you can change the speed of all the loops at
once. there's also a certain financial flexibility: if
intakt does everything you need, or you already
have a sampler, you can get your hands on ni's
powerful looping tools at half the price of
kontakt. plus, if you already have kontakt you
can get intakt for half the normal price (just 99
euros). but do you need it if you already have
kontakt well it does have advantages. setting up
the relationship between tempo and pitch, and
how they sync to the master tempo, is really
easy in intakt, and the global and slice-based
modulation options are all ready to go. intakt
extras also include slice order rearrangement,
and quantised keyboard triggering for manually
playing back loops in sync. niney the observer
dubbing with the observer rar distributed
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this is how you record notes in intakt. simply hit
the record button to start recording. you can

record at any tempo you like, even if it's not the
same as the loop's tempo. after recording you

can drag the note onto the slice you want to use
and drag it back off again. you can also adjust
the transposition to make it in tune with the

loop. this is particularly useful when you need to
play a solo part, as you can set the transposition

to fit your needs. you can also adjust the
velocity for the note, making it quieter or louder.
the main functionality of intakt is the ability to

edit the shape of a loop, and the different
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modulation options it offers. this is set up via
the mod section of the options bar. you can

have up to 20 different modulators, each with
their own modulation options. each modulator is

identified by the colour it uses to represent
itself, so you can have green, orange and blue

for example. the option to use a modulator on a
note is under the mod function, and is set to one

of the modulation types. you can also use
sampler modulation, if you want to control the
modulators via a midi controller. this is a really

useful feature, as you can control the entire loop
from one instrument. the most obvious of the
new features is the main big n's next-gen loop
browser, which lets you adjust the tempo of

your loops in real-time. when you're done, you
can save your loops as new projects and load
them into your sampler, where they'll appear

with the new tempo. once you've recorded your
clips you can then fine-tune the loops with

intakt's new pre-recorded tempo warp feature.
that's actually a neat idea, and it works a treat.
as for workflow, you can now warp loops with

one click of a button. it's a useful feature, and it
makes your editing much easier. however, when

i was in control of the tempo, it didn't feel as
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though the tempo warping was being applied in
real time, but when i played around with the

warp tempo sliders i did notice the loops
changing tempo much more rapidly, so i can't

really complain. 5ec8ef588b
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